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About Car cheсk - Vehicle smart app


Enter the number plate and get a FREE UK Car History check online!

Auto Expert total check will instantly reveal the details and equipment list. Moreover, it will give you the path to spot mileage rollbacks, hidden damage, theft records, auto owners and historical photos.

WHY IT’S SO IMPORTANT?

The data obtained with the free check is useful for comparing the vehicle’s condition on different dates. This helps you detect discrepancies due to various reasons: Tax Status, MOT status, Complete Mot History, Mileage, Exported/Imported, VIC Marker, Motors swap, Registered Date, VIN decoder, Vehicle Age, Carfax data or other option. So, you can easily spot mileage fraud, concealed accidents, etc. Our service is a reliable autoscout for checking the history of used cars 24 / 7 online!

Info is provided by the Association of British Insurers (ABI), DVLA, UK Police SMMT, Experian Plc and others. If you have an specific questions please get in touch using the details below.

It doesn't matter what type of car you search to buy or sell. The main condition of the search is the registration of it in the territory of the United Kingdom. In this case, our motorscan will definitely have data about this auto. There are many use cases for our service, for example, you can go to a web portal for selling a vehicle like motor.co.uk and find what you need. Next, you only need to enter the plate number and the application will collect for you the entire vertical of data for it from the year of manufacture to the history of sales at auctions such as Copart.

Any autotrader will not want to tell you the truth about a car. Was it in an accident? Were any parts changed in autodoc? Has it been scrapped? What about MOT or HPI? What about registration or changing plate number? And a lot of other info. That's why we'll help you.

Download and use Car Check UK now for FREE!
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Enter the number plate and get a FREE UK Car History check...
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The service contains comprehensive information for checking a used car before buying....
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